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For each of five, six-inch F4T5 fluorescent tubes, rated at different color temperatures, installed in a SaturnSlideTM
Medium Format 3D viewer, a six Megapixel Canon S3 IS was used to photograph only the left-side 50x50mm frame of a
mounted medium format stereograph (produced with 120 format Fujichrome Provia 100F, daylight balance, color
transparency film).
The photographs were taken through the viewer’s 78mm FL, 46mm diameter achromatic doublet lens.
The selected scene was shot in bright afternoon sunlight at an elevation of 4000 ft., in Yosemite National Park. No oncamera filters were used and the film was developed in E-6 chemistry, without pulling or pushing.

The following options were selected when shooting the stereograph with the Canon S3 IS:
Autofocus
Aperture preferred auto-exposure (selecting f/2.7, with shutter speeds varying between 1/25th, 1/30th and
1/40th sec., with slight variations in brightness of the five fluorescent tubes, using center-weighted metering)
ISO 80
Daylight Balance (vs. AWB)
Neutral Color (vs. Vivid, Sepia, B&W, etc.)
-1/3 EV compensation (to avoid blown highlights had without EV compensation)

Rotation, cropping, and resizing were the only tools used in Photoshop to “normalize” the five captures.
The goal was to preserve the relative color casts captured by the camera, using each of the five tubes, having the
following color temperatures, as rated by their manufacturers: 3000K, 4200K, 5000K, 5250K and 6500K.

Note: No attempt was made to ensure that the color casts seen in this document accurately reproduce the color casts
seen in the stereo viewer. That would be next to impossible, but great care was taken to ensure that the workflow was
identical for each capture and thus, their relative color casts can be compared with a reasonable assurance of accuracy.
Lastly, keep in mind that the film, Fujichrome Provia 100F, does not record color accurately, the diffuser that sits
between the fluorescent lamp fixture and the mounted transparency within the stereo viewer is also likely to be less
than perfectly neutral, and your computer monitor could shift the colors as well, but none of these inaccuracies should
affect your ability to compare the relative color cast of each fluorescent tube in the photos below.

Again, except for rotation, cropping and resizing, the following JPG images are just as they were captured in the Canon
S3 IS, taken through the SaturnSlide viewer’s lens, with no additional digital manipulations applied in Photoshop (other
than the captioning seen in the lower left corners.)
On the following pages, the individual images can be examined, as well as some composite images, to facilitate
comparisons.

Examine this same pairing, without the annotations, here:

Here’s another pairing:

Studying the side-by-side composite images, especially the open granite surfaces of Cathedral Rocks and portions of the
debarked log, here are my somewhat objective conclusions:
3000K Warm White has a strong red cast. This is absolutely unacceptable for viewing daylight balanced
transparencies.
4200K Cool White has a more subtle, but still significant yellow-green cast.
5250K Neutral White is more neutral still, with a slight green cast (an improvement over the 4200K).
5000K Neutral White is almost perfect, in my opinion, and not because it's rated at exactly 5000K.
6500K Daylight has a blue cast (easily seen when comparing the darker portions of the log with the same areas
in the 5000K image.)

Subjectively speaking, the 5000K Toshiba FL4-EX-N-H tube, sold only in Japan, but available via eBay, is now my favorite
tube for use with Fujichrome Provia 100F transparencies. In the absence of a color cast, the colors simply “pop” - they
come to life - making MF3D views more realistic than ever.
Having previously had no access to 5000K fluorescent tubes in this size, only finding them a couple of weeks ago with
yet another scouring of the Internet, I had always convinced myself that our eyes can adapt to a color cast after
spending a few moments immersed within a given source of illumination.
I think this is true to some extent, certainly, but there’s an inescapable, residual price to pay in how the color cast dulls
the energy of not just those colors that are directly opposite on the color wheel (dulling magenta subjects with a green
color cast, for example), but to varying degrees, every color other than the frequency of the color cast itself, while
enhancing the energy of subjects at or very close to its frequency.
I’ve done my best to convey within this document the relative color casts imposed by each of these five tubes, but let
me add that the choice to use 5000K becomes very obvious when examining stereographs in the MF3D viewer. I
concede there’s room for subjectivity here, but for me, the 5000K tube allows daylight balanced color transparencies to
“breathe” in a way that’s just not possible at the other color temperatures.
This may not seem profound to anyone who has been using stereo viewers equipped with 5000K-rated light sources
other than these 6-inch F4T5 fluorescent tubes, but I am elated to have finally found a 5000K fluorescent tube for my
SaturnSlideTM and King Inn MF3D viewers.

The original, complete composite image, seen on the following page, can be downloaded with this link:
http://accessz.com/images/Fluorescent_Tube_Comparison_3000_4200_5000_5250_6500K.jpg

3000K

(Soft White, a.k.a. Warm White)

Philips 392183
Philips 392183 Linear Fluorescent 4-Watt 6-Inch T5 Soft White Light Bulb
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002CZ38FK

4200K

(Cool White)

SYLVANIA 20416
SYLVANIA 20416 - F4T5/CW - 4 Watt Fluorescent Tube - T5 Linear Fluorescent Tube - 4200K
http://www.amazon.com/SYLVANIA-20416-Fluorescent-Linear-4200K/dp/B001DHK8WY

Source: https://www.1000bulbs.com/pdf/sylvania-20416-specs.pdf

5000K

(Neutral White)

Toshiba FL4-EX-N-H
Sold only in Japan (but available via eBay)
Super Bright F4T5 Fluorescent G5 Bi-Pin Base 4W 5000K Neutral White New!
http://www.ebay.com/itm/like/181842168548











T5 Fluorescent Tube G5 Bi-Pin Base.
4W F4T5 FL4-EX-N-H
Wattage: 4W
Phosphor: RGB Tri-Phosphor mixture
Type: T5 tube
Color: 5000K Neutral White
Length (in): 6"
Width (in): 0.625"
Base: G5
Life: 6000 hours

Source: http://www.fusun-toshiba.com/catalogue/catalogue.pdf

5250K

(Neutral White – “Natural Color Evaluation Lamp”)

Toshiba FL4N
No longer manufactured!



Source: http://www.fusun-toshiba.com/catalogue/catalogue.pdf

6500K

(Daylight)

Triangle Bulbs T30013
Triangle Bulbs T30013 - F4T5/D, 4 Watt, T5, 6500K Daylight, 6" Straight Fluorescent Tube Light Bulb
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0141JQHIO






4 watt T5 Fluorescent Daylight (6500K) light bulb
8,000 Life Hours
6 inch fluorescent tube, G5 Mini Bi-Pin Base
145 Lumens, CRI: 85
F4T5/D Day-Light

